
You’re a writer, journalist, translator, poet, and editor. Why do you work in all these forms and how do
they inform each other?

My different roles inform my work in different ways. Definitely my background in journalism informs my own
writing, but also my translation, because translation actually requires a lot of research. For Third
Millennium Heart I ended up doing a lot more research than I thought I’d need to, because the book is such
an onion. It has so many layers, and it’s all about things being inside and outside of one another. I
ended up spending hours in these internet rabbit holes trying to figure out what it was that the poet I
was translating was talking about. Journalism definitely has helped me a lot in terms of understanding a
text and getting into the depths of whatever a writer intended with the text. In terms of my own writing,
I love doing research and discovering little weird scientific facts or discovering new worlds.

I have a lot of weird books at home that inspire me. There’s one called Islands in the Sky: Bold New Ideas
for Colonizing Space, which informs my poetry a lot. It opens my mind in different ways. It’s just one
example of many books that I enjoy perusing when I’m trying to get new ideas. It’s not all particularly
scientific, but some of it is. I have one book on angelic language that’s by some pseudoscientist. It’s
called The Complete Enochian Dictionary and it’s some scientists who believed they had found the language
of angels. I like delving into research of real worlds and also imaginary worlds when I do my writing.

Without a bunch of scholarly annotations, people may not realize how much work goes into your
translations. I’m wondering how that extensive research is folded into your final product?

When I first read Third Millennium Heart, I thought, “Oh, no big deal.” I thought it was an easier work to
translate than it actually was when I really delved into the text. At first I just translated it in a
pretty straightforward way, but then halfway through the book I realized that there’s a lot more to this
text than what I first thought, because there are some phrases that are odd, and places with very subtle
differences in the Danish language that made me look it up, and then I realized it was a reference to
something. Then I had to go back and find all these places where the language sounded a little bit off,
and realized it was because it was referencing Kierkegaard or Nietzsche or Hegel. There’re also tons of
references to the bible and a lot of scientific body language.

As a translator, I’m supposed to make it sound similar to the original, not awkward, and barely noticeable
that it’s a translation. But at the same time I have to hit exactly the right vocabulary in order for the
reader to pick up on these references the same way that I did. So it was a matter of going into these
works by these philosophers, or finding translations of the bible online to figure out what was the exact
phrasing that she’s referring to, and how do I insert it in English in a way so that if people are curious
about the text, they can Google this specific phrase and figure out, “Oh, that’s a reference to
Nietzsche.” Or the bible or whatever it is.

In that way I like how it reads seamlessly. And at the same time, if the reader knows that there are these
references, maybe they’ll be curious and will start looking up some of the lines and actually find out
that it is an onion full of layers in terms of literature, but also in regards to society. I like how the
whole book sort of starts within the body. Then it moves out into society, and then it moves out into the
universe with planets, and planets as spiderwebs and all that stuff. It is just such a multi-faceted work.
It is my hope that people read it and will barely notice the references, but then when they do they’ll get
really excited like I did.

But I did have some challenges with her references to children’s songs, because some of these songs aren’t
necessarily translated into English. For instance, there’s this one Danish children’s song that just sort
of keeps going. Like you keep building on this song. The title of the song means “the mountain lies far
out in the wood.” I had a really hard time finding an English equivalent to it. I ended up with “The Green
Grass Grows All Around” because that actually has the same form. In some cases I had to swap out the
references so that you would understand the idea behind the song more than the song itself. That’s, again,
just one example of how I had to deal with research and translating that research into the English work.
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Let’s talk about process and the rabbit holes you fall into while translating. We’re in this hyper-
informational age where you can get on your phone and Google something and actually even translate a line,
which one assumes could make this kind of work easier or more complicated.

I don’t know how other people do this, but for me I actually do research pretty much line by line. I don’t
sit down and do all this research and then start working. It’s more like I start a poem, and then whenever
I hit something that sounds like a reference, I’ll Google it. And then I’ll figure out what the reference
is, and then I’ll start researching how to translate it into English.

I can tell you my favorite rabbit hole that I encountered. There’s this one poem I translated where it
references a couple of songs. And in one of them, there’s a simple line that goes: “I dreamt a dream last
night.” And I was just thinking oh, this is kind of weird that you have this fragment that just says, “I
dreamt a dream last night.” I was thinking, why did she put it in there? And then I Googled it, and it
turns out that it was actually a reference to the oldest known secular song in the Nordic country, which
was written around 1300. It’s an old East Norse song that’s included in the Codex Runicus, which is a
transcript of Scanian law. Just like this old Norse song written in runes. That’s an obvious rabbit hole
to go down because I was obsessed with trying to figure out what it meant.

How long is a really long time for you?

From when I got the book deal for translating Third Millennium Heart until it was done took me two years.
But I also have, as you pointed out, a million other jobs. So, of course, it didn’t take me two whole
years to translate this book. But with all the extensive research, it did take a long time.

Since you’re translating and editing and working on all these things at the same time, how do you switch
modes?

It’s one of my favorite things, actually, because I feel like I never grow sick of one of those things
because I keep switching between them. I have a pretty short attention span. I can only stay excited about
one thing for a couple of hours and then I need to switch to something else. Translation is such an
amazing writing exercise for me. It really helps me get excited about my own writing.

I translate a lot of stuff just for fun that I don’t necessarily plan to get published. Whenever I read a
great poet, I just feel the urge to translate them into another language so I can practice getting that
beautiful writing into my veins, or get it through my fingertips by rewriting it in another language. To
me translation is very much a writing exercise that gets me into writing my own stuff. I did my MFA at
Columbia University and there I had this great teacher, Alice Quinn. She’s the Director of Poetry Society
America and worked at The New Yorker for a long time. She taught this class called something like “The
Beauty and the Power of the Sentence,” where she told all of us that we should, as a writing exercise,
take a book that we love and then type it out. Like, basically type the entire book into our computers.
And then just sort of let the sentences flow through our fingertips.

To me, translation is taking that a step further. Not just typing in a text that I love, but actually
rewriting it in another language. It’s like reinventing it. It makes you feel like you have decoded how it
was done, in a way.

Editing is also a really important component of everything I do because, first of all, I spend a lot of
time scouting for new writers from all over the world. When I worked at Asymptote, the journal for
literary translation, I was so inspired by all the submissions we received. I was really excited about
finding new voices all over the world that were translated into English, many of them for the first time.
Discovering these voices also informed my own writing in many ways.

It’s my job to go and find these new voices. It’s incredibly inspiring to me, and a privilege, that I get
to sit and look for writers from all kinds of countries and cultures for a living—writers who are major in
their own countries, but who I’d never heard of because I don’t speak the language they write in.

Editing and solicitation plays a major part in my creative process, too. Just reading all these different
poets and prose writers inspires me a lot. Then there’s of course the line-editing aspect of it, which is
another component that I couldn’t live without because every time I pay really close attention to another
writer and their sentences when I edit them, I also become very aware of my own writing in a different
way. I try to edit myself as carefully as I edit others.

It’s very difficult, but it does help a lot. In editing others, I learn how to spot my own mistakes. When
you see awkwardness in other people’s writing, you can sometimes also be like, “Oh, wait. That’s also what
I did. I need to go back and fix that, because it’s actually really annoying.” It is all connected.

When I talk to people about what I do they sometimes say, “Yeah, but wouldn’t you really like to just be a
full-time writer? Isn’t that the dream?” But it really isn’t, because I can’t see myself not doing all of
these things at once. There’s some kind of network there that I don’t want to break, you know? I have my
own little ecosystem of different things that I love to do. I think I would go insane if I did just one of
those things.

Because of all the multifaceted things that inform your work, do you ever get over-stimulated and have a
hard time focusing?

Yes, always. It’s a constant struggle. And that’s, of course, also the danger of doing this many things.
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It is really difficult to delve in and stay with one thing for long enough to get to the next level. It’s
a lot easier for me to just sit down and edit, or to translate, than it is for me to get into the writing
zone. The writing zone is a constant struggle in my life. Getting to the point where I feel like I can
really focus on my own writing is something I’m still trying to figure out how to do.

Describe your daily process and how you balance these different parts of yourself.

For now, I have three days a week where I edit for my day job, and then I have four consecutive days where
I either sit down to translate, or I write my own stuff. I try to say, “Okay. This is my writing weekend.”
Or, “This is my translation weekend.” And weekend means four days for me, which is a pleasure. That’s how
I try to switch between those things. But I do need several days in a row where I can focus. It’s the same
with emails. I read this great article by a writer who asked, “Would you rather be known for your actual
writing or your swift email response?”

I know exactly what you’re talking about. I read it. I was like, “This is perfect.”

That was a really good article for me to read because for so long I’ve been obsessed with emailing people
back right away. When I was out for a walk and an email ticked in on my iPhone I would immediately reply
to them. I’d get some kind of gratification out of, you know, “Oh, I did a good job. I replied to this
person immediately.” But it took me out of that meditative state that I was in. So now I try to really
stick with only replying to emails on the days where I’m working.

On those three days where I’m in the office, I try to reply to all the emails then. I’ll still read them
over the weekend, but I’ll try to decide if I really need to reply to them or not. So, I really try to
just say that my weekends are holy. I need to be in a completely different world on those days. That’s how
I try to balance the different things that I do.

I feel like many people don’t understand people who work in a lot of forms. When your work is blurring
several lines, you can easily fall through the cracks because you’re not easily quantifiable.

Absolutely. And I’ll also say it’s the same with my personal life. Actually, I try to also plan out little
blocks of personal engagement. I try to always plan my dinner dates with friends, or drinks or whatever,
within the days I’m working in the office in Manhattan so that it won’t interfere with my writing or
creative time. I think I do that pretty well, even though I do get a lot of flak from my friends for not
going out on the weekends. It’s very helpful for me.

I struggle with that, too. When do I have enough time for my brain to open up those channels that allow me
to create something I can be happy with? It’s hard.

Exactly. I have a lot of friends who say they wake up in the morning and then do their writing early
before they do anything else. I’m so jealous of that because I need full blocks of time. I need full days.
I need to feel like I have an infinite amount of time ahead of me in order to do anything. And I’m happy
to say that apparently David Lynch feels the same way. I just read his book on meditation and catching the
big fish. It was really inspiring to me. The book was about his struggles with creativity and how to
create things. He was talking about his youth as a painter, saying, “You know, in order to get one good
hour in of painting, you have to have at least four hours.”

Katrine Øgaard Jensen recommends:

Poetry that’s with me when I write: Dark Matter by Aase Berg in Johannes Göransson’s translation (Black
Ocean); No Planets Strike by Josh Bell (Bison Books); Crystallography by Christian Bök (Coach House
Books); Dance Dance Revolution by Cathy Park Hong; Sommerfugledalen: Et requiem by Inger Christensen,
which can be found in Susanna Nied’s translation as Butterfly Valley: A Requiem (New Directions).

Recent poetry favorites: Extracting the Stone of Madness by Alejandra Pizarnik in Yvette Siegert’s
translation (New Directions); Tasks by Víctor Rodríguez Nuñez in Katherine M. Hedeen’s translation (co-im-
press); Astroecology by Johannes Heldén, translated by Kirkwood Adams, Elizabeth Clark Wessel, and
Johannes Heldén (Argos Books); Some Beheadings by Aditi Machado (Nightboat Books), Boys Quarter by
Chukwuma Ndulue (UDP).

Short story collections: Baboon by Naja Marie Aidt in Denise Newman’s translation (Two Lines Press);
Things We Lost in the Fire by Mariana Enriquez, translated by Megan McDowell (Hogarth); Clarice
Lispector’s Complete Stories in Katrina Dodson’s translation (New Directions); Vampires in the Lemon
Grove: And Other Stories by Karen Russell (Vintage Books); The Woman Who Borrowed Memories: Selected
Stories by Tove Jansson, translated by Thomas Teal and Silvester Mazzarella (NYRB Classics).

Other books I’ve returned to over the years for inspiration: Life in the Universe by Lewis Dartnell
(Oneworld Publications); Islands in the Sky: Bold New Ideas for Colonizing Space edited by Stanley Schmidt
and Robert Zubrin (Wiley); Biocentrism by Robert Lanza and Bob Berman (BenBella Books).

-Forthcoming debuts I’m excited about: All Roads Lead to Blood by Bonnie Chau (2040 Books); The Ballad of
Big Feeling by Ari Braverman (Melville House); If I Had Two Lives by Abbigail N. Rosewood (Europa
Editions); Vulgar Mechanics by K. B. Thors (Coach House Books).
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 Writer Nuno Costa Santos on what it means to be an Azorean artist

 Scott Esposito on finding your method

 John Keene on writing from the inside out
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